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Abstract
It has been shown ([4], [3]) that equidistant letter sequence (ELS) pairs in the book of Genesis (G) form more
compact geometric patterns on the surface of a cylinder
than is expected at random. This phenomenon has been
demonstrated in G for specific lists of biographical data.
We extend these results and show that:
1. The compactness phenomenon holds for triplets of elements where two elements are words, taken from a
lexicon derived from all the words in the Pentateuch,
which form co-linear ELSs, and the third element is a
verse in the text that contains two words with the same
meanings as the first two elements respectively.
2. This phenomenon manifests itself in the entire Hebrew
Pentateuch.
The p-level obtained for this experiment is 6 × 10−8 .

1. Introduction
Witztum et al.([4]) and Gans et al.([3]), provide strong
statistical evidence for the non-random coincidence of
equidistant letter sequence (ELS) pairs in the Hebrew text
of the book of Genesis (G). An ELS (n, d, k), in a text
T , is defined as a sequence of letters in T found at positions n, n + d, n + 2d, . . . , n + (k − 1)d. d is called the
“skip distance”. This phenomenon was demonstrated in G
for pairs of ELSs spelling words taken from specific lists of
biographical data. We extend these results in the following
ways:

3. The words spelled by the ELSs are taken from a lexicon consisting of all words in the Pentateuch (P ) as
opposed to being limited to historical data. One important consequence of this choice, first suggested by
R. Haralick, is that the list is obviously a priori.
4. The phenomenon manifests itself in P as opposed to
only in G.

2. The experiment
For two ELSs, e = (n, d, k) and e0 = (n0 , d0 , k 0 ), we say
that e and e0 are co-linear if d = d0 and either n0 = n + kd
or n = n0 + k 0 d0 . If e spells a word W and e0 spells a word
W 0 , we call the pair (W, W 0 ) a “PLS” if e and e0 are colinear. We start with a lexicon consisting of all words in P
that are at least 5 letters long. We now take all possible pairs
of words from this lexicon and test each pair to see if it is a
PLS, using skip distances, d, 2 ≤ d ≤ 1000. 6, 060 PLSs
were found. We now call a PLS a “phrase” if it has potential meaning as a Hebrew phrase. For example, in English,
the phrase “green chair” would satisfy this condition while
“green tall” would not. We now define a PLS to be (semantically) related to a verse in P if the following conditions
are satisfied:

ŹŸĚŹ

1. The PLS must have one word appearing in the verse.
2. The other word of the PLS shares the same root (in
Hebrew, “
”) as a word in the verse. For example, the words may be verbs in different tenses; or one
may be singular and the other plural. In Hebrew, one
may be masculine and the other feminine, etc.

1. We consider a more complex pattern, comprising two
co-linear ELSs and a verse in the text.

3. The PLS is a “phrase”.

2. The linguistic relationships between the three elements
of the pattern are more general than those considered
in [4] and [3]. In particular, the relationships are semantical as opposed to historical.

4. The meanings of the words in the phrase are the same
as the meanings of their corresponding words in the
verse. For example, in English consider the phrase
“stern man” and the sentence “The man stood at the
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stern of the ship”. This phrase and sentence would not
satisfy this condition because the word “stern” has different meanings in the phrase and in the sentence.
There are two obvious alternatives to conditions 1 and 2
above, viz:
• require that both words satisfy condition 1, or

The former yields a data size of 22 which, after conditions
3 and 4 are applied, leaves a data size of only 9. The latter choice yields a data size of 12, 694 making application
of conditions 3 and 4, which must be done manually, impractical. Conditions 1 and 2 yield a workable data size of
796 PLSs; the total number of PLS - verse pairs is 1, 698.
Application of conditions 3 and 4 result in 74 phrases that
are related to at least one verse; the total number of related
phrase - verse pairs is 113. This data set and the details
about the linguistic decision process, can be found at [1].
The patterns formed by triplets of co-linear ELSs and related verses are tested for significant compactness using an
adaptation of the techniques used in [4]. The compactness
measure is described in section 3. In section 4 we develop
a statistical technique for computing the p-level of the compactness measures obtained. The results of the experiment,
and our conclusions, are presented in section 5.

3. The compactness measure
We define the compactness measure for each set of
triplets (each co-linear pair of ELSs with its related verses)
following the methodology of [4] with appropriate changes
designed to accommodate the more complex patterns involved. Let e = (n, d, k) and e0 = (n0 , d0 , k 0 ) be co-linear
ELSs in P , and V = {v1 , . . . , vN } be a set of verses in
P that are related to e and e0 (designated Rel(e, e0 , V )).
δh (e, e0 , vi ) is defined by writing P as a single helix of letters spiraling down a cylinder with h vertical columns of letters and setting δh (e, e0 , vi ) = f 2 + g 2 + 1, where f is the
usual Euclidean distance (in rows and columns of letters)
between two consecutive letters of e on the surface of the
cylinder, and g is the minimal Euclidean distance between
a letter of e or a letter of e0 to a letter of vi on the surface of
the cylinder. Then µh (e, e0 , vi ) = 1/δh (e, e0 , vi ) is directly
related to the compactness of the configuration formed by
e, e0 and vi on the cylinder for the given h. In general, setting h = h(j) = the nearest integer to |d|/j tends to make
f small for small j, so we let h(j) = the nearest integer to
|d|/j and define
10
X
n=1

µh(j) (e, e0 , vi )

Ω(e, e0 , V ) =

N
X

σ(e, e0 , vi )

(2)

n=1

• require that both words satisfy condition 2.

σ(e, e0 , vi ) =

Note that σ(e, e0 , vi ) tends to be large provided that there
is a relatively compact configuration of e, e0 and vi on the
surface of a cylinder with h(j) columns for at least one of
h(j), j = 1, . . . , 10. We now set

(1)

Ω(e, e0 , V ) is the aggregate compactness measure of the
co-linear pair of ELSs (e, e0 ) and the set, V , of related
verses. Note that for our data each co-linear pair (e, e0 ) is
unique.

4. The significance level of the compactness
measure.
For each Ω(e, e0 , V ), e = (n, d, k), e0 = (n0 , d0 , k 0 ),
let r be a pseudo-random variable uniformly distributed on
[0, 1], and λ(P ) be the number of letters in P . We then define η(r, e, e0 ) = [1 + r(λ(P ) − |d|(k + k 0 − 1) − 1)] if
d > 0 and η(r, e, e0 ) = [1 − d(k + k 0 − 1) + r(λ(P ) −
|d|(k + k 0 − 1) − 1)] if d < 0 so that η(r, e, e0 ) is uniformly distributed over all possible starting points of a
k + k 0 long phrase with skip d in P . We now define
δhr (e, e0 , vi ) in the same way as δh (e, e0 , vi ) except that we
use η(r, e, e0 ) as the starting position of the phrase in the calculation of g; f is unaffected. We then define σ r (e, e0 , vi )
and Ωr (e, e0 , V ) in the same way that σ(e, e0 , vi ) and
Ω(e, e0 , V ) are defined, but using δhr (e, e0 , vi ) instead of
δh (e, e0 , vi ). Thus, Ωr (e, e0 , V ) is the aggregate compactness measure of the randomly placed phrase (e, e0 ) and the
set V of related verses. This calculation is performed for
random variables r = r(i), i = 1, . . . , 9999. Then the plevel associated with any set Rel(e, e0 , V ) is P (e, e0 , V ) =
(card({r(i)|Ωr(i) (e, e0 , V ) ≥ Ω(e, e0 , V )}) + 1)/104 . We
calculate two overall statistics for the experiment by combining the 74 p-levels obtained in a way paralleling the techniques used in [4]. We define
P1 =

74  
X
74
i=k

i

(0.2)i (0.8)74−i

(3)

where k = card{P (e, e0 , V )|P (e, e0 , V ) ≤ 0.2}. If the
P (e, e0 , V ) are independent then P1 is the binomial probability that at least k of the P (e, e0 , V ) would
Q be less than
or equal to 0.2. We define P2 = F 74 ( (P (e, e0 , V )))
where F N (X) = X(1 − ln X + (− ln X)2 /2! + · · · +
0
(− ln X)N −1 /(N − 1)!). If the P (e, eQ
, V ) are independent
N
then F (X) is the probability that (P (e, e0 , V )) ≤ X
(reference [2] formula (3.5)).
99,999,999 permutations were done in which the phrases
were pseudo-randomly permuted relative to the sets of related verses, so that each phrase was matched to a set
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of verses that were not related to it. Each permutation πi determines statistics P1 πi and P2 πi . Then P1 =
(card{πi |P1 πi ≤ P1 } + 1)/108 is the probability under the
null hypothesis that P1 would rank as low as it does among
the P1 πi . The same was done for calculating P2 , except that
its number of permutations was 999,999,999.
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Table 1. N is the total number of related
phrase-verse pairs, n is the number of
phrases related to at least one verse, P1 and
P2 are the p-levels obtained for the two statistics.
N
n
P1
P2
−8
Author (A)
113 74 3.0 × 10
3.3 × 10−8
−6
Consultants (C) 138 84 1.0 × 10
1.2 × 10−7
−6
(A) and (C)
108 73 1.5 × 10
5.0 × 10−8
−7
(A) or (C)
143 85 2.7 × 10
1.0 × 10−7

We conclude that:
1. The compactness of patterns formed on the surface
of a cylinder by co-linear ELSs and semantically related verses is smaller than can be attributed to chance.
Specifically, the Bonferroni inequality yields a p-level
of 6 × 10−8 against the null hypothesis of random distribution of the compactness measures.
2. The p-levels obtained are stable relative to the linguistic decision process.
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